SWAZILAND
First stamps: 1889
My introduction to
Swaziland stamps was to be
seduced by the enthralling
Queen Elizabeth set of 1956
(right). In the engraved
stamps, the young queen
looks beautifully regal, up-todate with her bare
neck and bobbed
hair. Her profile sits
in a frame of
luscious pastel hues
— orange, emerald,
magenta, gray-olive,
turquoise. In the
center of each
stamp is an etched
design, printed
mostly in black — a
I still swoon over this set from 1961. Notice
high-veld view or a
that I am missing one stamp from the series,
Swazi warrior, for
the lowly 1d value. More on that later.
example. The overall
eﬀect is pleasing,
soothing, a rich bicolor palette of quietly intense colors and artful central
images.
Even as my collection of Swaziland stamps grew, I knew next to nothing
about the country, other than that it was a small-landlocked territory on the
eastern edge of South Africa. I did wonder how it managed to maintain its
sovereignty back in 1910, when other countries (Natal, Transvaal, Orange Free
State) were absorbed by South Africa. Same deal with Basutoland, another
land-locked enclave nearby. (For more on Basutoland, see the
FMF Stamp Project blog post for 1/28/2017.)
Swaziland was a British colony before independence in
1968. I was perplexed, at first, to learn that the first Swaziland
stamps, issued in 1889, were not issued by the Brits at all, but
by their rivals the Boers. The short set consists of Transvaal
stamps (Zuid Africansche Republiek) overprinted “Swazieland.”
Turns out the Boer republic of Transvaal supervised aﬀairs in
Swaziland through the 1890s. By 1906 a British high

commissioner was in charge. The Whitehall mandarins determined to carve out
enduring “protectorates” for the Swazis, the Basutos in Basutoland, and the
Tswana to the northwest in Bechuanaland. (Protecting from whom?) There
would be no Swaziland stamps until the 1930s (don’t know why; the same was
true for for Basutoland, though not for Bechuanaland, which kept issuing
stamps right along.)
I have several speculative theories why Swaziland and the other two
survived as separate states. The main one is that each state is overwhelmingly
comprised of one tribe. In Swaziland’s case, the population is 84 percent Swazi,
88 percent Protestant. History shows a mono-tribal, mono-religious state is
more docile than one with diverse groups — if left alone. At the same time, that
mixture could be stubborn and oppositional — and united, and thus hard to put
down. Another theory is that considerable territory in those states is harsh, dry
and sparsely populated. Swaziland is about the size of Maryland, with one-sixth
the population. The stakes were small, with fewer contentious issues between
Boers and Brits during the imperial scramble of the 1800s. In any case, the
whites both shared in the spoils, seizing a good share of the Swazi’s ancestral
territory as their own before granting the Swazi monarch his kingdom under
terms of the “protectorate.”
Enough spinning of speculative theories! Back to the facts, please. After
the Anglo-Boer wars, the Brits moved in on Boer territories of Transvaal and the
Swazi protectorate. Although the imperialists allowed the Swazi nation and king
to go their way, the Brits and the Boers annexed some of the tribal lands for
their own uses. This Swazi king pursued recovery of the lands in British courts.
He lost, and the grounds that the law placed imperial “protectorates” beyond
the jurisdiction of English courts. Meanwhile, these states were “protected” from
the scourge of South Africa’s apartheid regime, though they did endure a kind
double yoke of pressure from London and Capetown. In later years, Swazis
tried to support South Africa’s rebel African National Congress, though such
eﬀorts were quashed by their powerful neighbor.
Basutoland became independent Lesotho in 1966, Bechuanaland became
Botswana (also in 1966) and Swaziland — well, it kept its name after
independence in 1968, through the 1970s,1980s and on; that is, until 2018,
when it became Eswatini. What’s the story
with that? For one thing, it’s a traditional
Swazi word meaning, essentially, land of the
Swazi. For another, it gets rid of the British
colonial formulation of adding “-land” to the
anglicized tribal majority “Swazi,” as in
Basuto-land or Bechuana-land; why this
took until 2018 to happen I don’t know.
There is a report that people were confusing
“Swaziland’ and “Switzerland.” (What?)

Any discussion of Swaziland — and its stamps — must include a nod to
King Sobhuza II (1899-1982). He may be history’s longest-serving monarch,
from the time he was just months old until he died at 83. His grandmother acted
as regent until he was 21. (She must have been a remarkable woman!) Sobhuza
reigned through decades of British colonial rule. After independence, he became
the nation’s absolute ruler. Fortunately for Swaziland, he
was benevolent and resourceful. He continued a valiant
(and futile) attempt to regain territory the British had
annexed a century ago. He started a national school to
balance the influence of mission institutions. He
promoted indigenous business through special licenses,
and indigenous control of lucrative mining and other
extractive industries that once enriched only imperial and
postimperial
coﬀers. The
Swazi
economy flourished — particularly
by African standards. Also,
refreshingly, the Swazi monarchy —
King Sobhuzu and his heirs — did
not focus on serving the elites at
the expense of the people, as
happens in other African states.
The king enriched the nation
demographically, though — his 70
wives produced 210 children, and
he had more than 1,000
grandchildren when he died.
Although he was not a greedy tyrant, he was an absolute monarch, which never

King Sobhuza II as portrayed on Swazi stamps through the years: 1969 (left), 1974 (center), 1985 (right)

sat well with a small
portion of the
population. Mild
democracy protests
still break out from
time to time, which
the king puts down
firmly. Eswatini’s
3,000-member
military is used
Sobhuzu as a student, in middle age, and in his older years.
mainly to quell
protests.
In Swaziland/Eswatini the economic pie is not large: annual GDP is just
$10 billion or so; per capita annual income is not quite $10K, which is high for
Africa. The economy is agricultural, with some industry, mostly in natural
resource extraction. Swaziland/Eswatini got hit hard by HIV/AIDS, and it has the
world’s 12th-lowest life expectancy (58 years).
Here is how Wikipedia describes the king’s
longevity record: Sobhuza’s oﬃcial incumbency of 82
years and 254 days
is the longest
precisely dated
monarchical reign
on record and the
world’s longest
documented reign
of any sovereign
since antiquity.
Only Pepi II
Neferkare of
Ancient Egypt and
Taejo of the ancient
Korean kingdom of
Goguryeo are
claimed to have
reigned longer,
though those claims are disputed.
ADDENDUM
As I customarily do while exploring the
history of stamps from British south/central/
east Africa, I take advantage of each essay

by trying to fill out my collection of the country under review. You see in the
accompanying illustrations the results of my eﬀorts vis-a-vis: Swaziland/
Eswatini. Quite rewarding, actually — though at some cost, as wife Chris would
surely point out. (Hey Chris: You should have seen the ones I DIDN’T buy!)
The entertainment starts when the envelopes come in. Sellers like to get
creative with the stamps they use on their covers, and the results are always
colorful, interesting — and often collectible. They make going to the mailbox fun.

It’s cool to get these cancelled copies of the $1 Liberty
Head stamps.

Dig this crazy cover — mailed from Colorado with a
USA Forever stamp and an 80-centime definitive
from French West Africa, circa 1940s. Notice the
USPS did not cancel the foreign stamp, whether by
accident or by intent. If it had, would the archaic
foreign stamp be more valuable as an oddity
because it had a modern U.S postmark?

Below are stock cards holding
stamps I bought online while composing
this essay. You will notice that the stamps
are not all from Swaziland. There are
beauties from other British territories that I
came across and couldn’t let go by.

Here are stamps I just bought from South West
Africa, St. Vincent — and oh yes, Swaziland.

In the bottom row are missing values in that marvelous QEII
series from Swaziland. The rest are from the Falkland Islands.
Don’t ask me why, unless you want to hear the whole boring
story.

On the top row are some pricey items — the
one shilling value of the rare Boer “Swazieland”
overprint ($8.95); also a high value in the George
V set of 1933 that marked the resumption of
stamps for Swaziland ($24.95); and a high value
of a beautiful George V-era set from Cyprus
($16.95). On the lower row is Swaziland’s
version of the “omnibus” set commemorating
George V’s Silver Jubilee in 1935 (issued
months before his death). The set deserves to
be famous in philately for its memorable color
combinations. See if you can match them to
these descriptions: carmine and blue; black and
ultramarine; ultramarine and brown; brown,
violet and indigo (hint: I’ve listed them in order).

Displayed below are newly acquired Swazi stamps as they fit into my collection
— that is, onto the Swaziland pages of my Minkus British Africa album. For noncollectors, please understand: “Filling spaces” like this goes to the soft beating
heart of many a stamp enthusiast, including this one. (For more on this, see the
FMF Stamp Project blog post of 1/25/2017: “Bonus: Filling Spaces.”)

Above is my first album page for
Swaziland, without the additions.
At right is the “improved” page,
with three stamps added. Can you
find them? Hint: One is the green
one- shilling stamp from the first,
overprinted set; then there’s the
five-shilling George V stamp; last is
the 1d postage due at the bottom.

At left is my album page; above, an enlargement
showing the additions to complete the set of lovely
colors and the stately image of George V on his
Silver Jubilee in 1935.

You see on the album page (left) the spaces are
almost filled. All that is lacking is the 3d. stamp from
the series honoring the Universal Postal Union’s 75h
anniversary in 1949. Below is an enlargement of the
portion of the page showing the set — with the
missing stamp added. Ahhh!

At left is my album page, still showing the empty space for
the 1d stamp to complete the set. It’s not even expensive or hard
to find. In did order one, but the seller accidentally sent me the
1/2d instead. I sent it back with an amiable note — asking him to
send me the 1d in place of the 1/2d, if he has it in stock. No word
at press time. I am aching to complete the set …
At left is the third and final set of QEII stamps from Swaziland
that first beguiled me. The first set, from 1956, was denominated
in pound sterling, as of old; the second, in 1961 carried decimal
surcharges; the third set, also 1961 (illustrated at left and below),
had engraved decimals right in the design’s value tablet. This
pretty set would be replaced the next year. Notice how many of
the stamps are missing at left. No longer! My latest foray resulted
in filling those spaces, without spending much.

Yahoo! The 1 rand stamp came in at last, and now I have the complete set. You may notice the 1
rand is mint and most of the other stamps are cancelled. Long ago, I stopped collecting only allmint or all-used sets — though I have many of each — in favor of building complete sets. We’ll
see how the value of the mixed sets holds up over time.

END NOTE
When Swaziland
adopted decimal
currency in 1961, the
post oﬃce issued a set
of QEII definitives
surcharged with new
values. Collectors (like
me) became obsessed
with these surcharges,
after learning there
were various types.
Eventually I was able
to find Type I and Type
II of the surcharges on
the 50-cent stamp (see
below, left and center). There also was a Type III (below right, image from the
internet), which is the rare one: you can buy it on eBay for $1,482.53.

It’s not hard to tell apart the Type I and Type II 50-cent surcharges (above left and center); but Type III (right) looks a
lot like Type I, doesn’t it? Look closely, though, and you’ll see the “0” is narrower in Type III than Type I; also, the
black surcharge figures in Type III are thinner than those in Type I; finally, the surcharges are in diﬀerent places on
each stamp. Part of the fun in stamp collecting is close, patient observation and what it reveals.

THE FMF STAMP PROJECT CONTINUES

